Abstract. This paper deals with analysing the case government as a grammar category and explaining the contradictions in its interpretation with the main postulates of cognitive linguistics. The main idea of the paper is that grammar is considered to be a by-product of the language use when reality reflected in language consciousness finds its way in language grammaticalisation. It is suggested that case and prepositional and case structures are not connected with concrete verbs, but they express semantic arguments at the level of sentence. As a result, the case government is considered as forms of realization of semantic arguments of the significative structure. Its choice is caused by the use of the language in social interaction by mental modelling the reality.
The new direction which has arisen in the middle of the last century in linguistics defines all modern linguistic science in many respects today. Indisputable achievements and advantages of cognitive linguistics have allowed analysing significant divergences in traditional linguistics and interpreting its conceptual issues and a conceptual framework in a new way.
One of the main postulates of cognitive linguistics is the fact that all languages are based on perception of the real world. At the same time, there is a close interrelation between language and thinking, they influence each other and form the realized experience. Cognitive processes of the environment, as well as processes of thinking, are controlled by cerebral hemispheres, and can be treated by means of various psycholinguistic categories [23] .
Everything that the man knows about the world and similar, he knows in the form of concepts and categories. Our initial acquaintance with extra language reality happens by means of classification as a form of reflection of the world in thinking when significant signs of concrete objects and images are generalized. Further in our consciousness there is certain "refraction" of reality representing conceptualization process, the essence of which consists in transferring of cognizable objects to a mental mode peculiar to the person. Conceptual categories function in consciousness as the points of support giving the chance of adequate interpretation of reality [30] .
Thanks to our consciousness, we can correlate acquired knowledge of the world ontology with certain conceptual categories, which proves the creative nature of our thinking.
The last achievements in the field of neurogenesis have convincingly proved that the explication of the language system of knowledge is possible on the basis of the general cognitive signs, and the language semantic structure represents a conceptual framework which finds the manifestation in the structure of a concrete language [15] .
Having the uniform mental nature, conceptual structures differ in the way of the explication that finds expression in various significative structures. We understand conceptual structures which correspond to a certain form of representation in a concrete language as significative structures. Significative values are created on the basis of conceptual structures thanks to the processes of language verbalization [29] .
Thus, language units are designed to call a reality fragment, reflecting our ideas of it, and at the same time point to how this fragment is thought, defining the place of this fragment in the system of the relations in which our consciousness reflects surrounding reality. Such approach to consideration of language gives the chance to rethink many purely structural grammatical phenomena which can't be subject to explanation. Such syntactic structures are, as a rule, the forms of case government which have a wide scope of application in German.
The concept of case government has received detailed lighting in the works of many famous linguists [12, 16, 17, 19, 20, 24, 26, 27, 27, 33, 34] ; however the analysis of literature on this subject allows one to allocate three main shortcomings of interpretation of this phenomenon. First, this abundance of definitions, which receives a concept of government in the works of different authors -versatile and often mutually excluding definitions, reduced. However, a two-direction approach to a case government is traditional where government is interpreted as a type of the subordinative communication which syntactically realizes compatibility of a word, and the verb centric theory of the sentence in which government is considered as one of the ways of realization of syntactic valency of the verb. Secondly, case government, regardless of the approach to consideration of this phenomenon, is always treated as semantic unmotivated phenomenon functioning in the sphere of syntax and morphology that causes interpretation of case government forms as the stiffened syntactic constructions which do not have variants and can't be modified [18] .
However, as practice shows, the language represents the living organism inclined to continuous changes that it is caused as it was mentioned above earlier, by the fact that structures of perception of the surrounding reality by the human consciousness are the cornerstone of the language. Social changes in society define changes in consciousness of the man and that is reflected in the language. First of all, these transformations are visible in colloquial language both at the level of lexicon, and at the level of grammar which, in our opinion, should be understood not as the abstract system of rules, but as a technique of orientation to the models of the use of language forms and their variants used in everyday language [1, 3, 14] . After Martin Haspelmath we will consider grammar as a by-product of the language use in the course of social interaction [13] . At the heart of such approach lies the idea that language categories as reflection of cogitative categories of perception of reality arise in the course of their use in the speech when native speakers use similar language structures for the solution of the similar language tasks. The reality reflected in the language consciousness can have several ways of explication in the language, but cyclic character of language grammaticalisation, that is language structuration by categories, defines the prevailing nature of the use of this or that form at a certain stage of the language development [32] .
In our opinion such approach allows to explain contradictions in the interpretation of the case government as in fact, there is no need to allocate such grammatical phenomenon. Traditionally it is considered that the case and the prepositional and case forms by means of which there is an explication of participants of situation at the level of the sentence depend on the verb and are a part of syntactic structure. However the language facts convince us otherwise. So, the same case and prepositional and case forms express the same relations with different verbs regularly. For example, such semantic argument of significative structure as objective which is thought as the certain object which is exposed to a certain influence is regularly expressed by the absolute accusative case regardless of the lexical meaning of the verb. Such influence can be described by the verbs like: öffnen, aufmachen, zumachen, verschließen:
Sie öffnete die Tür. [8] It means that the influence of cogitative structures forces out the relevant syntactic structures, replacing them by more adequate. The matter is that traditionally a thought or a speech object is treated as a semantic argument deliberative that in our opinion can't correspond to the truth as the ontologic signs of the reflected situation aren't considered at the deep level of semantics. Respectively, here we can speak only about objective which is expressed by absolute accusative case. As for the Akk form, here we deal with the orientation of action which is expressed by an preposition: Er hat mich über meine Absichten ausgefragt. [7:14] Conceptualizing the process of feelings developing is described by such verbs as: sich täuschen, sich betrüben, erschrecken, sich trösten:
Er erschrack über die mücklichen Folgen seiner Tat. [21:188] Täuschen wir uns nicht über den Ernst der Lage. [6:319] In reflecting the condition of having feelings to an object, the folowing verbs are used: sich ärgern, sich aufregen, sich erregen, erschrecken, erstaunen, sich bekümmern, sich grämen, trauern, sich beunruhigen, sich wundern, sich freuen: [8] So, within the offered research we have come to the following conclusions:
In modern linguistics there is a need for detailed revision of case government as a separate grammatical category. Our hypothesis is spoken well by the fact that expressing semantic arguments case and prepositional and case structures aren't connected with concrete verbs and can't submit to them and also aren't the ways of realization of syntactic valency of concrete verbs. We suggest considering this phenomenon as forms and variants of realization of semantic arguments of significative structure which choice is caused by the use of the language in the course of social interaction and the way of mental modeling of a concrete situation of extra extralinguistic reality.
